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PREFACE 
Thewords “Equal Justice Under Law，" carved into the westem facade ofthe 
United States Supreme Court building， exempli命thenation's commi加lentto 
principles of faimess and equality-principles that run deep within the 
American construct ofjustice.
1 
For Americans， these principles have been “a 
rallying cry， a promise， an article ofnational faith，2 claiming its origins in the 
nation' s Declaration of Independence. 3 
ln Hawai‘i， equality has been a mandate codified in the first law: 
Kamehameha and Ka-hauku'i paddled to Papa‘i and on to Kea‘au in Puna where 
some men and women were fishing， and a litle child sat on the back of one ofthe 
men. Seeing them about to go away， Kamehameha leaped企omhis canoe 
intending to catch and kil the men， but they al escaped with the women except 
two men who stayed to protect the man with the child. During the struggle 
Kamehameha caught his foot in a crevice ofthe rock and was stuck fast; and the 
fishermen beat him over the head with a paddle. Had it not been that one ofthe 
men was hampered with the child and their ignorance that this was Kamehameha 
with whom they were struggling， Kamehameha would have been killed that day. 
* J.D. Candidate 2011， William S. Richardson School ofLaw， University ofHawai‘i at
Manoa. 
1 Supreme Court of the United States， The Court Building， 
http://www.supremecourt.gov/aboutJcourtbuilding.aspx (last visited Sept. 26，2010). 
2 Kenneth L. Karst， ~同~Equa/ity Matters， 17 GA. L. REv. 245， 245 (1983). 
3 THE DECLARA TION OF INDEPEND凹 CEp釘'a.2 (U.S. 1776) (“We hold these truths to be 
self-evident， that al men are created equal . . . ."); see also Abraham Lincoln， President ofthe 
United States， Gettysburg Address， para. (Nov. 19， 1863)， available at 
http://rmc.library.comell.edu/ge仕ysb町ダgood_ cause/transcript.h回(“Fourscore and seven 
ye訂sago our fathers brought forth on this continent， a new nation， conceived in liberty， and 
dedicated to the proposition that al men are created equal"); 8arack H. Obama， President ofthe 
United States， 2009 Inaugural Speech (Jan. 20， 2009)， available at h句://nytimes.com(search 
“Obama inaugural address仕組script";then select “All Results Since 1851 "; then follow 
“Transcript -8arack Obama's Inaugural Address -Text") (dec加 ingthat there is a prornise 
“that al are equal， al are企'e，and al deserve a change to pursue their ful measure of 
happiness"). 
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Thisqua汀elwas named Ka・lele-iki，and from the S甘ikingofKamehameha 's head 
with a paddle came the law ofMamala-hoe (Broken paddle) for Kamehameha.4 
With the memory of a wooden paddle shattered across his face， 
Kamehameha， the first sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands， would forever 
internalize the responsibility he had to his people.5 In his royal edict， Ke 
Kanawai Mamalahoe [Law of the Splintered Paddle]，6 the first law of the 
Kingdom of Hawai‘i， Kamehameha galvanized the supremacy of the law， 
protected people企omphysical harm， and enshrined equal rights for al.7 
Centuries later， Kamehameha's vision of equality， like the words “Equal 
Justice Under Law，" although admirably close， have failed to come to fruition 
in many aspects of life.8 Discrimination and exclusion have impeded the 
practice oflaw and have truly splintered the legal profession.9 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Adorned in a仕aditionalleihulu mamo (feather lei)， an ancient Hawaiian 
symbol of nobility， Kathleen Sullivan successfully defended a Native Hawaiian 
school企omchallenges to its Hawaiian-only admissions policy.IO A former 
Dean of Stanford Law School， an honoree of the 100 Most Influential Lawyers 
in America， a veteran practitioner before the U.S. Supreme Court， a Marshall 
Scholar， and once considered a possible nominee to the Supreme Court， 1 
4 SAM田 LH. KAMAKAu， RUL悶GCHIEFS OF HAwAI'1125・26(rev. ed. 192). 
5 See CAROL CHANG， THE LA W OF THE SPL別花魁DP ADDLE: KANλWAIMλM札 AHOE但aw.
Legal Auxiliary 1994)， available at http://www.hawaii.edu川 lelp/filesl
LawOfTheSplinteredPadle.pdf. 
6 Id. at 16. 
7 Id. at v， 16. 
8 See generally ISLANDS 悶 CAPTIVITY:THE INTERNATlONAL TRmUNAL ON THE RIGHTS OF 
INDIGENOUS HAWAIIANS (Ward Churchill & Sh訂onH. Venne eds.， South End Press 2004) 
(noting that Kamehameha's indigenous pω'ple， the Native Haw創ians，sufer the highest rates of 
serious ilnes， prison incarceration and homelessness， the lowest rates of higher education 
attainment，白milyincome and limited selιgovemance over land， culture and politics in their 
own homeland). 
9 See infra Parts I-II， discussing the history of exc1usion in the legal profession， and the 
exc1usion of minorities企omthe legal profession because ofthe bar exan1Ination. 
10 Kamehameha Schools Communication Division， Dφnders of the Cause: 
Kamehameha 's Legal Defense Team for Doe v. Kamehameha Schools inc/udes Counsel with 
Local and National Expertise， IMUA， at 30 (M紅. 2005)， σvailable at 
h即 :llwww.ksbe.edulnewsrl∞mlim国/mar05/im国一mar05.pdf(notingthat“Sulivan wore the lei 
hulu while defending Kamehameha's cause in court hearings on Nov. 4"); see also Doe v. 
Kamehameha Schools， 295 F. Supp. 2d 1141 (D. Haw. 2003)， af'd， 470 F.3d 827 (9出 Cir.
2006)(en b姐 c)，cerl. dismissed， 550 U.S. 931 (207). 
1 Charlie Savage， Wider World ofChoices to Fill Souter's Vacancy， N.Y. TIMES， May 1， 
2009， at Al. 
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Sullivan has established herself as a preeminent legal scholar and advocate.12 
In a 2009 interview， Supreme Court Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
called Sullivan's Constitutional Law13“one ofthe finest casebooks in al oflaw 
school"-memorializing the legal communiザsimmense respect for this 
constitutionallaw expert.14 
How then-given her exceptional credentials and curriculum vitae， matched 
only by an elite few-did this Harvard Law-trained scholar advocate fail the 
California bar examination in 2005?15 Where did she go wrong? Should the 
bar have denied Sullivan admission because of her score on one exam even 
though a justice of the Supreme Court relies heavily upon her work? What is 
the rationale for the bar examination? Is the bar examination an accurate 
arbiter for the profession? The larger question: Could justice be served， 
particularly for the marginalized， without the Kathleen Sullivans ofthe world? 
The answers are not simple. Perhaps the bar examination is a “rite of 
passage" to the legal profession; 16 perhaps it is the locked gate that is opened 
only for those with the “endurance to sit and concen仕'atefor eight grueling 
hours"; 17 perhaps it is a way to weed out the potential “bad apples."18 Finally， 
as one law professor aptly noted， perhaps the bar exarnination continues to exist 
because “no one has advanced a persuasive substitute.，19 Sullivan's minor 
failure， amid a legal career ful of accolades and accomplishments， illuminates 
the splinters in the bar admissions system and the need for reform within the 
legal profession. 
The bar examination has been an insurmountable barrier for many legally 
trained bar applicants for much， ifnot al， of its existence. It has “place[d] an 
indefensible premium on the applicant's ability to absorb and then disgorge a 
mass of factual data at a two-or three-day siting.，20 There exist， however， 
more profound justifications for the bar examination's ultimate elimination. 
12 St佃 fordLaw School， Kathleen M. Sulivan: Stanley Morrison Professor of Law and 
Forrner Dean， http://www.law.s剛 ford.eduldirectory/profile/57/(1ぉtvisited Sept. 26， 2010). 
13 KATHLEEN SULLNAN & GERALD G間百四，CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (15th ed. 2004). 
14 Interview by Brian Lamb with Ruth Bader Ginsburg， Associate Justice， U.S. Supreme 
Court， in Washington， D.C. (July 1， 2009)， available at htp:/supremecourt.c-
span.orgIVideo/JusticeOwn Words/SC _Jus _ Ginsburg.aspx. 
15 James Bandler & Nathan Koppel， Even Top La町lersF ail California Exam， W ALL ST. J.， 
Dec. 5， 2005， at A1 (noting that Kathleen Sulivan was among many to fail the Califomia bar 
examination). 
16 Interview with Nicole S. Pinaula， inHonolulu， Haw. (Feb. 16，2010). 
17 Interview with Ha‘油eoM.Kaho‘ohalahala， in Honolulu， Haw. (Feb. 9，2010). 
IS Interview with Randy J. Compton， inHonolulu， Haw. (Feb. 10，2010). 
19 S司 P田 NGILLERS， REGULATION OF LAWYERS 552 (7th ed. 205). 
20 EdwardF. Bell，DoBarExaminationsServea Use.fuIPurpose?，57 A.B.A.J.1215， 1215 
(1971). 
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The examination is， unfortunately， a recapiωlation of centuries of overt 
exc1usion and discrimination from the legal profession.21 
Inanaロemptto heal the societal wounds of the bar examination， this 
comment proposes an altemative for bar admissions in the twenty-frrst cen同ry.
Using the State ofHawai‘i as a model for reform， this comment suggests that 
the use of a diploma privilege， combined with retooled legal pedagogical 
practices and mandatory continuing legal education courses and pro bono 
service， offers a persuasive substitute for the bar examination that will help 
mend our splintered profession. Part 1 of this comment unearths the origins 
and exc1usionary history of bar admissions and unveils the企agmented
foundation upon which this profession is built. Part II discusses the bar 
examination as an ins位umentof exc1usion for minorities. Part IV analyzes the 
diploma privilege as a viable altemative to the bar examination. Part IV also 
examines a dormant commerce clause challenge to the diploma privilege in the 
Wisconsin case Wiesmue/ler v. Kosobucld22 and 0妊ersa constitutional 
argument that validates this privilege. Finally， Part V proposes steps to reform 
bar admissions and the legal profession in Hawai‘i， with the goals of creating a 
more diverse bar and increasing community access to legal services. 
This comment is in no way a condernnation of the legal profession or of 
those involved in the bar admissions process. It is由eauthor's sincere hope 
that this piece serves as a call to action for the legal community and aspiring 
attomeys. 
1. SPLIN1主RED:EXCLUSION IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION 
In a society where written laws were unnecessary and an elite few ruled， 
Kamehameha's“Law ofthe Splintered Paddle" symbolized a dramatic effort to 
afford rights to the common individua1.23 Akin to the symbolism of Ke 
Kanawai Mamalahoe， the United States and也elegal profession have made 
e首ortsto address historical wrongs戸
Principles off狛nessand equality demand that individuals should not suffer 
discrimination based on immutable characteristics.25 FromBrown v. Board 01 
Education26 to the Lil1y Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of2009/7 the United States has 
21 See infra P紅tsI-II. 
22 667 F. Supp. 2d 1001 (W.D. Wis. 2009). 
23 See CHANG， supra note 5， ati. 
24 See generally Brown v. Bd. ofEduc.， 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Lily Ledbetter Fair Pay Act 
of2009， Pub. L. No. 111-2， 123 Stat. 5. 
25 Weber v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co.， 406 U.S. 164， 175 (1 972)(holding that discrimination 
based upon immutable characteristics violates 吋hebasic ∞ncept of our system that legal 
burdens should bear some relationship to individual responsibiliザ1
26 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (mandating也edesegregation ofpublic educational institutions). 
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taken admirable s住idesto address the exc1usion of individuals丘omsociety and 
合ombetter opportunities. The legal profession has also taken steps to eliminate 
historical exc1usion.28 The creation of diversity studies and panels， the use of 
affirmative action programs， and the advent ofthe Access to Justice movement 
have primed the modern legal professional for a unique and truly special career 
由atis on the verge of eliminating discrimination.29 This encouraging 
atmosphere， however， has not always existed. Steeped within our own 
profession' s history-a history that every attorney has a stake in-are 
unfortunate instances of exc1usion. 
A. UJ弓fortunateHistoη， 01Exc/usion 
Former U.S. Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz once described the legal 
profession as the “worst segregated group in the whole economy.，30 Notions of 
paternalism and racism permeated American society in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries， resulting in the e偽 ctiveexclusion of women， racial 
minorities， and foreign citizens合omthe legal profession.31 
In 1878， when Clara Shortridge Foltz attempted to join the bar， she faced 
instant criticism:“[A] woman can't keep a secret， and for that reason ifno 
other， I doubt if anybody will ever consult a woman lawyer.，32 In 1869， the 
Supreme Court of Ilinois denied Myra Bradwell admission to the bar， 
reasoning that:“God designed the sexes to occupy different spheres of action， 
27 Lily Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of2009， Pub. L. No. 11・2，123 Stat. 5 (arnending the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 to allow the statute of limitations to begin with each new discriminatory 
paycheck in the context of equal-pay litigation and not at the date白紙 pa戸田ntwωagreed
upon). 
28 See generally HAw. ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMM'N， HAWAI‘1 ACCESS TO JUSTICE 
COMMISSION ANNuAL REpORT 7 (2009) [hereinafter ANNUιREpORT]， 
http://www.hsba.orglresources/lI Aωess%2伽0%20Justi侃 /ATJ _Annual%20lt句or悦2008・09/1-
16・10%20・%20annual%20report%202009_ final1.pdf; see a/so S凶 anEssoyan， Justicefor AIl?， 
HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN， Apr. 20， 2008， available at htp:/archives. 
starbuletin.com/2008/04/20/news/storyO l.html (detailing the presing need for more lawyers 
that serve low-income individuals); Susan Essoyan， Family Needs Legal Help to Save Home， 
HONOLULU STAR-BuLLETIN， Apr. 20， 2008， available at 
htp:/archives.starbuletin.com/2008/04/20/news/story02.htm1; Simeon R. Acoba， Pro Bono 
Celebration.・TheAccess to Justice Commission， HAw. B.J.， Dec. 2008， at4. 
29 See ANNuAL REPORT， supra note 28. 
30 GERA印刷ER.SEG仏 BLACKS到百fiLAW: PHILADELPHlA AND TIIE NATION 24 (1983) 
(citations ornited). 
31 See infra note 39. 
32 Sandra Day O'Connor， First Women: The Contribution of American 酌 menωtheLaw，
28 V AL. U. L. REv. xii， xii (1994) (citing Virginia Elwood-Akers， Clara Shortridge Foltz， 
California 's First Woman Laももうler，28 PAC. HISTORIAN 23， 25(1984). 
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and that it bel'Onged t'O men t'O mak:e， apply and execute the laws.，33 The U.S. 
Supreme C'Ourt agreed， declaring:“Man is， 'Or sh'Ould be， w'Oman's protect'Or 
and defender. The natural and proper timidity and delicacy which bel'Ongs t'O 
the female sex evidently unfits it f'Or many 'Of the 'Occupati'Ons 'Of civil life. ，34 
Beneath these w'Ords existed a “romantic patemalism" that put w'Omen “n'Ot'On 
a pedestal， but in a cage. ，35 W'Omen were effectively excluded合omthe legal 
professi'On.36 
In 1844， The Daily Eastem Argus criticized Mac'On B'Olling Allen's 
applicati'On f'Or admissi'On t'O the bar:“[I]s the practice 'Of law s'O much m'Ore 
respectable than h'Oeing p'Otat'Oes that a lawyer can be disgraced by c'Ontact with 
a black man， and n'Ot a farmer?，37 Pri'Or t'O the Civil War， many states res住icted
the practice 'Of law t'O white males. Up'On passage 'Of the Civil War 
amendments，38 A企icanAmericans were al'Owed t'O practice law in federal 
C'OUrts.39 State c'Ourts， h'Owever， w'Ould remain cl'Osed t'O A企icanAmericans.40 
In 'One instance， the Maryland C'Ourt 'Of Appeals in 1877 held that the “14th 
Amendment has n'O applicati'On，41 t'O the state's statut'Ory racial barrier t'O the 
practice 'Oflaw. In an'Other， m'Ore p'Oignant instance， after an A企icanAmerican 
successfu11y passed the Fl'Orida bar examinati'On in 1897， a bar examiner 
admitted，“Well， 1 can't f'Orget he's a nigger and 1'1 be damned ifI'l1 stay here 
t'O see him admitted.'.42 
Even after 'Obtaining admissi'Ons int'O al c'Ourts， A企icanAmerican lawyers 
were barred n'Ot 'Only企omwhite fmns， but they als'O suffered discriminati'On at 
the hands 'Of the g'OvemmentρDuring the Frank1in D. R'O'Osevelt 
Administrati'On， 'One A企icanAmerican at'Omey， seeking a federal g'Ovemment 
33 In re Bradwell， 55 Il. 535， 539 (1869). 
34 Bradwell v. llinois， 83 U.S. 130， 141 (1872) (Bradley， J.， concuring). 
35 Frontiero v. Richardson， 411 U.S. 677， 684 (1973). 
36 Clara Sho市 idgeFoltz， an advocate for women's equality， would fight through the 
adversity to become the first female attomey in Califomian history. Myra Bradwell would not 
succumb to the male-dominated judicial proces; she to would become an atomey. See Carie 
Menkel-Meadow， Excluded Voices: M仰 Voic俗的theLegal Pro.街'sionMaking New Voices in 
the Law， 42 U. MIAMI L. REv. 29 (1987・88).
37 J.CLAYSMITII，JR.，EMANCIPATI'ON: THEMAKn岨'OF1HE BLACK LA WYER， 1844・1944，at
93 (1993). 
38 U.S. C'ONST. amend. XIl-XV. 
39 See generally Paul Finke1man， Not Only the Judges' Robes Were Black: A斤ican-
AmericanLmりlersas Social Engineers，初 THEHIST'ORY OF LEGAL EDUCATION INηrnUNlTED 
STATES: COMM悶 TARIESANDPR刷 ARYSOURCES 913 (Steve Sheppard ed. 1999). 
40 In re Taylor， 48 Md. 28， 33 (1877). 
41 Id. 
42 See Finke1man， supra note 39， at 931. 
43 Id. at 928. 
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position， waited three hours while every white applicant was interviewed.44 
The interviewer eventually told the A企icanAmerican attorney that the position 
was reserved for whites only.45 The A企icanAmerican 甜 orneypain白ly
con企ontedhis arduous dilemma:“One is driven to hate either his color or his 
country.'.46 Thus， although concerted e町ortsto update admissions standards 
did crack open the door to professional opportunity，“the great wall of ethnic 
exclusion . . . stil cut through the legal profession.'.47 A企icanAmericans were 
e能 ctivelyexcluded合omthe legal profession.48 
Troubled by “the int1ux of foreigners，" prominent Connecticut lawyer 
Theron G. Strong articulated由atthe rising proportion of Jewish lawyers was 
“extraordinary and overwhelming-so much so as to make it appear that their 
numbers were likely to predominate. ，.49 With decades of discrimination against 
foreign citizens， Attorney William Rowe warned ofthe "great t100d offoreign 
blood . . . sweeping into the bar."SO Rowe asked: howare “we to preserve our 
Anglo-Saxon law ofthe land under such conditions?，51 In 1909， the American 
Bar Association responded and prohibited noncitizens， particularly immigrants 
from eastern and southern Europe，企ompracticing law. One bar member 
sumrnarized the bar's actions:“It is a matter of pa'出otism，and a national and 
political question."S2 
The growing anti-Jewish sentiment in the legal profession in the United 
States would be quickly overshadowed by the exclusion of Jewish individuals 
企omthe legal profession in Europe.S3 In Nazi Germany， officials passed laws 
that discriminated against and excluded Jewish individuals企omthe legal 
profession戸 Withoutlegal representation and political power， Jewish 
判 JEROLDS. AUERBACH， UNEQUAL JUSTICE: LAWS AND SOClAL CHANGE ¥N MODERN 




48 SMITH， supra note 37， at 93・96(noting that Macon Boling Allen became也e命stA企ic組
American lawyer and first A企icanAmerican appointed to ajudicial post). 
49 Jerold J. Auerbach， Enmity and Amity: Law Teachers and Practitioners， 1900・1922，in 
LAW附 AMERICANHISTORY 585 (Donald Fleming & Bemard Bailyn eds.， 1971) (citing古田ON
G. STRONG， LANDMARKS OF A LAWYER'S LIFETIME 347 (1914). 
50 Id. (citing William V. Rowe， Legal Clinics and Better Trained Lcruうlers-ANeoω'si，砂 1
ILL.L.REv.593，602・03(1917)).
51 William V. Rowe， Legal Clinics and Better Trained La珂lers-ANecω ity， 1ILL. L. 
REv. 593，603 (1917). 
52 See Auerbach， supra note 49， at 585 (citing ABA Reports， 34 (1909)，743-4). 
53 RONNIE S. LANDAU， THE NAZI出HoαIω正ρ瓜:>CA凶US釘T136 (ο20∞06の)(notingt曲ha瓜ti泊nSeptember 1938 it 
“、beωcameimpossible for any Jewish 1加a創、町ηye釘rtωop戸ra飢.ct討i[ドc]怜ehis profi島es岱剖s討io叩n"勺)
54 Jd. 
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individuals were excluded fr'Om decisi'On-making戸InEur'Ope， the hatred 'Of 
Jewish individuals led t'O也eatr'Ocity and h'Or'Ors 'Of the H'Ol'Ocaust. Jewish 
individuals were effectively excluded企'Omthe legal pr'Ofesi'On戸
B. Hawai 'i's Hist01アザExclusion
Hawai‘i has n'Ot escaped litigati'On arising企omthe exclusi'On 'Of individuals 
企omthe legal pr'Ofesi'On. The Hawaiian jurisdicti'On has its 'Own significant 
hist'Ory 'Of exclusi'On企omthe bar dating back t'O when Hawai‘i was a s'Overeign 
natl'On. 
During the Kingd'Om 'OfHawai‘i era， the issue 'Of admissi'On ar'Ose within the 
c'Ontext 'Of admitting a f'Oreign resident t'O the bar. In 1883， the Supreme C'Ourt 
'OfHawai‘i excluded Clarence W. Ashf'Ord， an 1880 graduate 'Ofthe University 
'OfMichigan，企omthe bar 'Ofthe Kingd'Om 'OfHawai‘i because Ashf'Ord was n'Ot 
a citizen 'Of the kingd'Om， even th'Ough he had practiced law in Michigan f品ora
y戸ea訂rand was admitted t'O the Calif白omiaba釘r.57The law stated: 
C'Ourt shall have p'Owe町rtω'0examine and admit a儲spracti凶ti'Onersin the C'Ourts 'Of 
Rec'Ord， such pers'Ons being Hawaiian subjects 'Of g'Ood m'Oral character，出said
C'Ourt may find qualified f'Or that purp'Ose.'品 TheSupreme C'Ourt n'Oted that 
“[w]e are theref'Ore 'Obliged t'O h'Old血atthe petiti'Oner n'Ot being a Hawaiian 
subject cann'Ot be admitted t'O practice in this C'Ourt.，59 F'Oreign citizens were 
effectively excluded合omthe legal professi'On. 
In 1971， Dennis Walker P'Ots sued the justices 'Of the Supreme C'Ourt 'Of 
Hawai‘i f'Or denying him admissi'On t'O the bar because he did n'Ot meet the 
residency requirement.60 The Supreme C'Ourt 'OfHawai‘i had previ'Ously held 
that“[t]he白.ctthat a lawyer is licensed t'O engage in the general practice 'Of1aw 
in 'One state d'Oes n'Ot give him a vested right t'O仕'elyexercise such license in 
'Other states.，61 The United States Dis出ctC'Ourt f'Or the District 'OfHawai'i， 
h'Owever， ruled in fav'Or 'OfP'Ots， h'Olding that “the preexaminati'On residential 
requirements imp'Osed . . . up'On United States citizens applying f'Or leave t'O take 
Hawaii's bar examinati'On c'Ontravene the Equal Protecti'On Clause 'Of the 
F 'Ourteenth Amendment， and are出usinvalid. ，62 
55 Id. 
56 But see In re Grifiths， 413 U.S. 717， 729 (l973)(holding unconstitutional the excIusion 
of noncitizens). 
57 In re Ashford， 4 Haw. 614， 616 (183). 
58 ld. (citing Haw. Civil Code ~ 1，065) (emphasis aded). 
59 ld. 
ωPotts v. Honorable Justices ofSupremeCourt， 332 F. Supp. 1392，1398 (D. Haw.1971). 
61 In re Petition of Avery， 44 Haw. 597， 598， 358 P.2d 709，710 (1961)(citations omited). 
62 Pots， 332 F. Supp. at 1398. 
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The legal profession' s history can be characterized as one of discrete and 
sometimes outright exclusion. Kamehameha' s vision of equality has， thus far， 
eluded many in the legal profession. Excluding individuals合omthe bar based 
on their citizenship， residency status， race， ethnic identity， or gender w錨
thought to be a thing of the past. An analysis of the subversive effects of the 
bar examination on minorities in the U.S. and Hawai‘i illuminates the urgent 
need for reform. 
II. SHARD OF lNEQUALITY: ANAL YZING THE BAR EXAMINATION AS A 
SUBVERSIVE INSTRUMENT OF EXCLUSION 
Remnants of a history of exclusion， like the dispersed shards of wood合om
Kamehameha's broken paddle， remain in the legal profession. The shard of 
inequality in the legal profession-the bar examination-has continued to be an 
effective tool of exclusion. 
The constructs of admission to the legal profession have been s位ict1ytailored 
over time to control the quality of professionals.63 What started as a broad 
mechanism of creating qualified professionals， however， has evolved into a 
system that emphasizes the memorization capability of a prospective lawyer. 
An analysis ofthe history and the effects ofbar admissions in the United States 
offers a glimpse into the changing socio-political landscape of the legal 
profession. Dissecting the effects of race on bar examination performance in 
Hawai‘i and the failed attempts oflitigating these disparities across the United 
States ilus仕atethe dire need for statewide reform. 
A. History and Effects ofthe Bar Examination 
During early American colonial history， local courts granted candidates bar 
admission after they completed an apprenticeship.64 The length of an 
apprenticeship varied with jurisdiction， but tended to extend across long 
periods oftime.65 Following the American Revolution， states began to develop 
63 See generally AATON-HERMANN CHROUST， THE RISE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION 別
AMER1CA 165・6(1965); ROBERT STE四 NS，LAWSCH∞L:LEGAL EnUCATION IN AMERICA FROM 
THE 1850STO百IE1980s， at 25 (1983); see also JAMES W. HURST， THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN 
LAW: THELAWMAKERS 281・83(1950). 
64 NAT'LCONFERENCEOFBAREXAM'RS， THEBAREXAMINERS' HANDBOOK 15 (StuartD凶l
ed.， 2d ed. 1980) (citing Randall T. Shepard， On Licensing Lawyers: Why Uniformify is Good 
and Nationalization is Bad， 60 N.Y.U. ANN. SUN. AM. L. 453 (204). 
65 Id. at 15 (noting that at one time bar admission in Massachusetts required an eleven-year 
apprenticeship ).
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their own specific requirements for admission， which ranged 企om
apprenticeships to oral and written examinations.6 
A growing public sentiment against elitist la，ηers， however， press町 edthe 
bar admission gates to open to any white man， eliminating a fiscal baηier to 
entrance.67 By the Civil War era， examinations were commonplace， but these 
exams tended to be a mere formality.68 
Christopher Columbus Langdell brought about the advent of legal 
educational institutions in 1870 with the creation of a standardized curriculum， 
which included case methods and Socratic teaching.69 Some argue that with the 
movement toward formalized curriculums came the rise of accreditation to 
regulate the quality of a legal education.70 The accreditation gap is often cited 
as the origin ofthe standard written bar examination.71 
The bar examination initially developed as a mechanism of exclusion: 
“Educational reform was an effective vehicle for the exclusion of ethnic 
minority-group members."n The implementation ofa bar examination， which 
eliminates the diploma privilege， insome instances was the product of ou甘ight
racially discriminatory animus: 
OnceA企icanAmericans gained access to legal training，“they changed the rules， 
and announced that hereafter everybody would have to take the exam." John 
Wrighten believed that the new requirement was 印刷emptto“'Punish A企ican
Americans." The legislator who in住oducedthe bil that established the new 
requirement announced that it was designed to“bar Negroes and some 
undesirable whites.，73 
66 Id. 
67 See CHROUST，Supra note 63， at 171; see， e.g.， IND. CONST. art. VII， S 21 (1915) (repea1ed 
Nov. 8， 1932) (authorizing that“every person of good moral character， being a voter， shal be 
entitled to a命nisionto practice law in al courtS of justice"); SUP. CT. OF OHIO RULES OF 
PRACTICE XVI， S 6 (1883) (noting that the aplic釦 tneed only show a signed certificate from a 
practicing 甜 omeystating the aplicant had “regularly and atentively studied law"); Finkelman， 
supra note 39， a剖t930 (acknowledging a New Hampshire law t白hat“a叩nycitizen ove釘rtwe叩nt守y-one
was ent制itledtωοbe admitted tωo pract叫“i比ce"ワ)
6ω8 Joel Se制li伊伊1an阻， W悶P切句古め砂~ the Bar Exam S.劫'ho仰uldb白eAb拍加olished，JURIS DR.， Aug./Sept. 1978， at 
48 (reteling the anecdote of an applicant that was tested while his examiner， AbralIam Lincoln， 
bathed， and quoting that “[t]he whole proceeding was so unusual and queer， iげfnoωtgroωte郎:sq伊ue久， 
that 1 was at a los to determine whether 1 was realy being examined a剖.tal"勺，ヲ)
6ω9 Jo加 H.Schlegel， Langdel/'s Legacy 0κthe Case ofthe Empty Envelope， 36 STAN. L. 
REv. 1517，1520 (1984). 
70 Michael Bard & Barbara A. BanIford， The Bar: Professional Association or Medieval 
Guild?， 19 CATH. U. L. REv. 393， 397 n. 23 (1970) (noting白紙“[i]n1921 the ABA. . began 
the practice of ‘approving' or‘acrediting' law s民chools"勺)
7η1 See id. 
72 See AUERBACH， supra note 44， at 108. 
73 R. Scot Bak:er， Schooling and附 iteSupremacy: The African American Struggle for 
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Legal educational institutions created further obstacles for minority s如dents，
such as tuition increases. “Professional barriers were high[，] but not 
insurmountable for th[ ose] young m[ e]n who could afford to attend college and 
who excelled at H訂 vard，Yale， or Columbia Law School.，74 Ironically， due to 
the structure ofthe system，“the[] exclusiveness [ofthese schools] increased in 
direct proportion to diminishing tinancial resources and prevailing detinitions 
of ethnic inferiority."75 
Many argue that the bar examination is not an accurate arbiter of success出 a
lawyer. Dean Oliver S. Rundell ofthe Wisconsin School ofLaw articulated: 
A bar examination is企amedwithout any specific relationship to the particular 
educational background ofthe individuals who take it. It must be comprehensive 
in character and must call1argely for information respecting things everyone is 
supposed to know. It necessarily emphasizes memory at the expense of 
reasoning and this is true no matter how conscious an efIort is made to avoid 
such an emphasis.76 
The late retired Supreme Court of Hawai‘Chief Justice William S. 
Richardson believed that the bar examination was a mere formality and would 
have eliminated it altogetherアRichardson，having never taken the Hawai‘i 
bar，78 asserted that“anyone who could meet and pass the challenges during 
three years at an accredited law school was more than equipped to practice law: 
‘Let the consumers determine a lawyer's success; let the marketplace be the 
tinal arbiter. "，7 
The bar examination ma可ynot， on its白ce，seem discriminatory， but the 
negative result-recreating a cycle of privilege and denying admission largely 
to those in populations that are in desperate need of representation-is 
devastating to a profession that prides itself on justice for al. The bar 
examination becomes a subversive instrument of exclusion. 
Some scholars argue that minority performance on the bar examination 
“generates concem that the bar examination . . . may be infected with racial， 
Educational Equality and Access in South Carolina. 1945・1970，in TOWARDTHEMEETINGOF 
THE W ATERS: CURRENTS IN THE CIV1L RIGITS MOVEMENT OF SOUTII CAROL別ADURING THE 
TwENTIETI CENTURY 300， 305 (Winfred B. Moore & Orvile V. Burton eds.， 208). 
74 Jero1d S. Auerbach， Book Revil!"l竹 15AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 334， 334 (1971). 
75 Id. 
76 Richard A. Stack， Jr.， Commentary， Admission Upon D伊/omato the Wisconsin Bar， 58 
MARQ. L. REv. 109， 125 (1974) (citing 18 B. EXAMINER 244 (1949). 
77 CAROL S. DODD， THE RICHARDSON YEARS: 1966・1982，at97・98(1985) (citing Interview 
by Caro1 S. Dodd with Wiliarn S. Richardson， Chief Justice， Haw. Sup. Ct.， in Hono1u1u， Haw. 
(June 30，1982). 
78 Id. at 97 (noting that Richardson's opponents were quick to remind others that he had 
never taken the bar). 
79 Id. at 98. 
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ethnic， cultural， gender， and/or economic bias unrelated to the competent 
practice oflaw. ，80 One study conducted in Pennsylvania noted the implicit and 
explicit discrimination that occurred in the administration of the bar 
examination.81 A glance at the first-time bar passage rate provides an 
illustrative example of the disparate impact the bar exarnination has on rninority 
applicants: 91.9% for Caucasians， 80.7% for Asian Americans， 75.8%白r
Mexican Americans， 74.8% for Hispanics， 66.36% for Native Americans， and 
61.4%白rA企icanAmericans.82 A recent New York study provides similar 
strong pattems of racial disparity in the bar passage rate: 86.8% for 
Caucasians， 80.1 % for AsianIPacific Islanders， 69.6% for Hispanics， and 54% 
forA合icanAmericans.83 
Studies have evidenced that bar examinations disproportionately exclude 
people of color企omthe practice oflawドTheresults ofthe bar examination， 
to a certain extent， mirror the performance of minorities on the Law School 
Admissions Test (LSAT)ヤ Standardizedtesting， however， has historically 
been an inaccurate indicator of success，86 leading some to assert that“[b]ar 
80 Cecil J. Hunt I， Guests in Another's House: An Analysis of Racially Disparate Bar 
Peゆrmance，23 FLA. ST. U. L. REv. 721， 723 (1996); see also Maurice Emsellem，Racial and 
Ethnic Barriers to the Legal Profession: The Case Against the Bar Examination， 61N.Y. ST. 
B.J. 42 (1989). 
81 Peter J. Liacouras et al.， The Report of the Philadelphia Bar Association争ecial
Committee on Pennsylvania Bar Admission Procedur，ω -Racial Discrimination in 
Administration of the Pennsylvania Bar Examination， 44 TuLSA L.Q. 141 (1970-71) 
(concluding that (1) certain practices raised the “strongest presumption" that blacks“areindeed 
discriminated against under the procedures used" in Pennsylvania， (2) that certain“exarnination 
practices raise a serious presumption that a not insubstantial number of al candidates have been 
delayed or deprived of admission to the Bar through unequal or arbi回 ryand capricious 
actions，" and (3) that a “thorough review ofthe bar examination process raises grave doubts 
concerning the validity ofthe Pennsylvania bar examination"). 
82 Linda F. Wightman， LSAC National Longitudinal Bar Passage Study 27 (1998)， 
available at http://www.unc.eduledp/pdf/NLBPS.pdf(lastvisitedApr. 25，2010). 
83 MICHAEL KANE ET AL.， IMPACT OF TIE INCREASE別 TIEPASl叫GSCOREOFTIIENEWYORK 
BAR EXAM (2007)， htゆ://www.nyb釘 exam.orglsumm紅y2.pdf.
制 SeeSociety of American Law Teachers Statement on the Bar Exam， 52 J. LEGAL Enuc. 
446，449・51(2002) [hereinafter SALT Statement]; Susan M. Case， The Testing Column， Men 
and Women: Differences in Performance on the MBE， B.EXAMINER 44 (2006). 
85 See， e.g.， Phoebe A. Haddon & Deborah W. Post， Misuse and Abuse of the LSAT: 
Aぬkingthe Case f01・AlternativeEvaluative Efforts and a Re，必ずinitionq川1erit，80 ST. Jo凹 'S
L. REv. 41 (2006); Vernellia R. Randall， The Misuse ofthe LSAT: Discrimination Against 
Blacks and Other Minorities in Law School Admissions， 80 ST. Jm制 'sL. REv. 107 (2006); 
John Nussbaumer， Misuse of the Law School Admissions r.ωt， Racial Discrimination， and the 
De Facto Quota秒'stemfor Restricting Ajトican-AmericanAccess to the Legal Profession， 80 
ST. JOHN'S L. REv. 167 (206). 
86 See SALT Statement， supra note 84， at450; Daniel R. Hansen， Do We Need the Bar 
Examination? A Critical Evaluation of the Justifications for the Bar Examination and Proposed 
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admission examinations as now administered place an indefensible premium on 
the applicant's ability to absorb and then disgorge a mass of factual data at a 
two or three day sitting.，87 
Proponents of the bar examination counter that it does a fair job in testing 
and assessing a candidate's competency to be a lawyer.88 But is the bar 
examination an accurate indicator of success in the legal profession? Attempts 
to litigate this issue have al failed. 
B. Bar Examination Challenges in the Courts 
Over the years， many bar applicants have filed unsuccessful lawsuits 
attempting to unearth the hidden tragedies of the bar examination.89 Many 
legal challenges have failed because courts have generally refused to use 
demographic statistics in the context of employment discrimination claims.90 
Most bar applicants have bought the assumption that the bar examination 
does an accurate job in measuring one's fitness to practice law. With no 
validation ofthe bar examination， however， it is almost impossible to determine 
the correlation between the test and job performance as a lawyer. At the core of 
many of the failed lawsuits have been attempts to use the test validation 
argument established in Griggs v. Duke Power CO.91 to assert a violation of 
equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.92 In Gr恕gs，the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled that Title VII prohibited the use of any testing process， 
regardless of intent or motive， which disproportionately excluded members of a 
protected minority， unless such tests were “demonstrably a reasonable measure 
ofjob performance.，93 
In Tyler v. Vickery，94 and subsequently in Parrish v. Board 01 
Commissioners 01 the Alabama State Bar，95 the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals 
denied the plaintiffs' use of Griggs' Title VII test validation argument. 
Although the state bar examiners regulate who can and cannot become a la，ηer 
(in some sense serving as an employer)，出eViCkelアcourtheld that the Title VII 
Alternatives， 45 CASE W. REs. L. REv. 1191 (1995). 
87 Bel， supra note 20， at1215. 
8 See， e.g.， S田租neD釘row-Kleinhaus，A Response to the Society 01 American Teachers 
Statement on the Bar Exam， 54 J. LEGAL EDUC. 442 (2004) 
89 See Hunt， supra note 80. 
90 Id. 
91 401 U.S. 424 (1971). 
92 See， e.g. Tyler v. Vickery， 517 F.2d 1089， 1096 (5th Cir. 1975); Parrish v. Bd. of 
Comm'rs ofthe Ala. State Bar， 533 F.2d 942 (5th Cir. 1976). 
93 Griggs， 401 U.S. at 436. 
94 Tyler， 517 F .2d at 1096. 
95 Parrish， 533 F.2d at 949 (determining that the court wil not require test validation per 
the rationale ofthe court in Tyler). 
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test validation argument did not apply to the state bar examiners because the 
scope of Title VII was expressly limited to employers， employment agencies， 
and labor unions.96 The court in Pettit v. Gingerich also denied the application 
of a Title VII standard to resolve the plaintiffs' equal protection claim under the 
Fourteenth Amendment.97 
Professor Cecil Hunt， however， suggests that a“ray ofhope" may stil exist 
for judicial challenges to the bar examination戸Forexample， in1989， a New 
Y ork federal district court struck down a state department policy that relied 
exclusively on Scholastic Aptitude Test scores to determine merit scholarships 
as unconstitutional under the rational relation test on the basis of gender 
discrimination.99 Also， in1976， a Virginia court held that the board of bar 
examiners was an agent ofthe courts and were thus held to the same standards 
as“employers，" specifically under Title VII. ¥00 The court， however， decided 
not to extend Title VII test validation standards to licensing examinations 
because of federalism concems. ¥01 
Is the bar examination an accurate gatekeeper to the legal profession? No 
one knows. Courts have skirted around this cen位alissue and have ruled that 
test validations are unnecessary for the legal profession. 
C. Race and the Bar Examination in Hm仰 i'i 
Analyses of the bar examination' s effect on racial excIusion in Hawai‘i's 
legal profession have been sparse because Hawai‘i， like many states， does not 
regularly collect or maintain data on the race， ethnicity， or gender of its bar 
examination candidates. This has led some to demand a “demographic 
96 Ty/er， 517 F.2d at 1096 (citing 42 U.S.C. ~ 2000e). 
97 427 F. Supp. 282，293 (D. Md. 1977)， aj'd， 582 F.2d 869 (4th Cir. 1978). 
98 See Hunt， supra note 80， at 760. 
99 Sharifv. N.Y. State Educ. Dep't， 709 F. Supp. 345，364 (S.D.N.Y. 1989)百lerational 
relation test is a level of scrutiny under the F ourteenth Amendment' s equal protection clause， in 
which laws wil be upheld ifthere is a legitimate government interest出atis rationaly relatedω 
the government's actions. 
100 Woodard v. Va. Bd. ofBarExam'rs， 420 F. Supp. 211， 213 (E.D. Va. 1976)(noting血at
出e“Bo訂d'sstatutory origin， itsrole in performing the sovereign function of licensing 
professions，姐d白esta旬toryres住ictionsplaced on its authority are the prim訂yfactors 
supporting the Court's conclusion白紙佃agencyrelationship exists") (citations omited)， ajJ' d， 
598 F.2d 1345 (4th Cir. 1979)， overru/ed on other grounds by Arbaugh v. Y & H Co耶， 546
U.S. 500， 516 (206). 
101 Id. at 214 (holding that“[t]he Supreme Court has recognized‘that the States have a 
compelling interest in the practice of professions within their boundaries， and that as p副 of
their power to protect the public health， safety， and other valid intere蜘 theyhave broad power 
to establish standards for licensing practitioners and regulating the practice ofprofessions'" 
(citing Goldfarb v. Va. State Bar， 421 U.S. 773， 792 (1975)). 
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assessment" because “[t]ailing to pursue a demographic study is a refusal to 
acknowledge that race， racial difference， sex， sexual orientation， and economic 
background have been significant and decisive barriers to practice."I02 
Despite the lack of statistical information企omthe State， the William S. 
Richardson School of Law (WSRSL) keeps records of student undergraduate 
grade point averages (GP As)， LSA T scores， law school GP As， bar passage， and 
ethnicity.103 The data has not been systematically analyzed， but the law school 
monitors these statistics care白lyin its e首ortto enhance the diversity of the 
bar.104 WSRSL Associate Dean of Student Services Laurie Arial Tochiki 
acknowledged the disparate impact that the bar examination， LSAT， and 
admissions process generally has had on individuals of Native Hawaiian， 
Filipino， Polynesian， and Micronesian descent. 105 WSRSL has taken strides to 
diversi命itsstudent body with the establishment ofthe Ulu Lehua Program.I06 
The initiatives of the law school， however， do not reflect the realities of the 
bar.107 Thus， it is not surprising白紙theseminorities are in fact minorities in 
the legal profession.I08 The unfortunate reality is that a disparate impact exists. 
The exclusion of individuals企omthe legal profession through a standardized 
examination has had a significant impact on society.I09 The problem is not that 
a minority individual is failing the bar examination and will have to pay more 
to retest. The problem is， asone attomey and scholar aptly noted， that“[r]acial 
1ωSonny M. Ganaden， To Be Real: The Necessity of Demographic Information for the 
Hawaii Bar， 13HAW. B. J. 179， 187 (209). 
103 E-mai1企omLaurie Arial Tochiki， Assoc. Dean ofStudent Servs.， Wi1liam S. Richardson 
Sch. ofLaw， to author (Apr. 24，2010， 13:34 HST) (on file with author). 
104 Id. 
105 Id. 
Iω See ERIC K. Y AMAMOTO， UNIVERSITY OF HA W AI‘IATMANOA WILL臥MS. RICHARDSON 
SCHOOL OF LAW PRE-ADMISSIONS PROGRAM REVIEW COMMlITEE， FINAL REpORT OF PRE-
ADMISSIONS PROGRAM REVIEW COMMlITEE (1998) (on file with author) (acknowledging that 
WSRSL has taken steps to mitigate the disparate impact ofracial minorities in the bar. In 1974， 
WSRSL estab!ished the Pre-Admission Program， now caled the Ulu Lehua Program. The Ulu 
Lehua Program reflects the law school's commitment to diversity. Ulu Lehua scholars are 
selected for admission to WSRSL for varied reasons:“exceptional personal talents， particularly 
in providing service to Hawaii's poor， leadership potential， rnaturity， demons回tedcompassion， 
a history of overcoming disadvantage， abi!ity to communicate with the poor， and ethnic 
background.'ヲ
l叩0仰7HAWAI'凶l山‘1 BAR JOURNAL， MEDIA KIT 5 (2010)， available at 
http://www.hsba.org/resources/1IBenefits/2010%20HBJ%20Media%20Kit.pdf (noting that 
Hawaiians or Part・Hawaiiansmake up 7.7% of the bar and al “[0 ]ther ethnicities" comprising 
approximately 18.4% compared to 35.5% Caucasians， 26.8% Japanese， and 11.6% Chinese). 
108 See Appendix A for出ese1f-reported ethnicities ofmemhers ofthe Hawai‘i State Bar. 
lω See supra Part II.A， discussing the bar exarnination as釦 E能ctivetol to exclude ethnic 
minorities企omthe legal profesion. 
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exc1usion in the practice of law amounts to racial exc1usion企omthe system of 
law.，110 
What can be done to heal these societal fissures? Is there a way to mend the 
pieces of our splintered legal profession? Are there successful altematives to 
the bar examination that have been and can be implemented? 
IV. MENDING THE PIECES: ADMISSION BY DIPLOMA PRIVILEGE 
The inflicted wounds of the bar examination can be healed. Mending the 
pieces of our splintered profession lies with the diploma privilege. The 
diploma privilege is a nuanced system in which graduates of in-state law 
schools are admitted to the state bar association upon completion of a 
prescribed curriculum. Wisconsin has such a system， which places the burden 
of determining白ecompetency of applicants not on bar examiners， but rather 
upon in-state educational institutions that have a prescribed curriculum. The 
Wisconsin Supreme Court and the state bar association regulate these 
institutions.111 As discussed later in this comment， the success of the diploma 
privilege in the state ofWisconsin is rooted in the thought and compromise that 
have gone into establishing the system. 
A. DIJフ/omaPrivi/ege in Context 
Essential to understanding the diploma privilege is a contextual analysis of 
出estruggle between legal educators and practitioners. This struggle exists 
today and seeks to answer the question of who should set the standards and 
regulate the legal profession. 
The diploma privilege仕acesits origin to Virginia in 1842， when the William 
and Mary College and the University of Virginia sought and obtained 
legislative authorization to allow their graduates admission to the bar without 
exarnination.112 In 1855， Theodore Dwight arranged for law students to be 
admitted to practice in New Y ork State after being examined by three 
lawyers.113 The diploma privilege would follow in 1859 to Albany Law 
School， then to Columbia University and New York University in 1860.114 
With the privilege， law schools could at位actmore students.115 The leadership 
1¥0 VERNONE. JORDAN， JR. &LEEA. DANIELS， MAKEITPLA別:STANDING UP ANDSPEAK到G
O凹 144(2008). 
111 See inj均 PartIV.B. 
112 百lOIDasW. Goldman， Use ofthe Diploma Privilege in the United States， 10 TuLSA L.J. 
36，39 (1974・75).
1¥3 S百 VENS，supra note 63， at 26. 
114 Id. 
I¥S Id. 
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ofthe New York bar was “not pleased with the diploma privilege， which it felt 
took control of en住yinto the profession away from practitioners and gave it to 
legal educators.，，1I6 
American Social Science Association president Lewis Delafield， a leading 
critic of the privilege， attacked the “prevalent notion among laymen， which is 
shared by many professional men and has found expression合omcertain 
judges， that the gates to the bar should be wide open， and easy admission 
allowed to al applicants."1l7 Delafield exc1aimed “thatthe ‘unworthy' had to 
be ‘exc1uded' and ‘r司ected.'川 18 In 1877， the American Social Science 
Association urged the creation of a nationallawyer' s groUp.119 The American 
Bar Association (ABA) emerged from these discussions.120 
In the late nineteenth c印刷ry，law schools started to look for methods to 
minimize competition for their institutions. Many developed the diploma 
privilege，“which gave legislative approval to individual law schools to 
determine the quaUty of student needed to pass the bar."t21 The ABA， 
however， wanted to regain control of its admissions process: 
The ABA opposed the privilege企omthe time of its creation and sou酔tto 
institute local bar examinations， control1ed by practitioners， asa better way of 
improving standards. Although the privilege was abolished locally by some 
jurisdictions， litle m呉joraction took place nationally， unti11892， when the ABA 
began an outright assault. The system declined more rapidly after the ABA 
atack. In 1917， the numerous Califomia and Minnesota schools lost the 
privilege， although twenty-two schools in fifteen states sti1 enjoyed its 
advantages.12 
The popularity of the diploma privilege would soon plummet with the 
growing inf1uence of the bar associations. 
B. Wisconsin注D伊/omaPrivilege 
The state of Wisconsin is the last stronghold for the diploma privilege. 
Applied to both the public University ofWisconsin Law School (UWLS)組 d
the private Marque悦 UniversityLaw School (MULS)， Wisconsin has shown 
considerable deference to legal educational institutions within its territorial 
boundaries to determine who is qualified to practice law: 
116 Id. 
117 Id. at 27. 
118 Id. at 27 (citing Lewis L. Delafield， The Conditions 01 Admissions to the Bar， 7 PENN 
MONTI乱 Y960 (1876). 
119 Id. 
120 Id. 
121 Id. at 98. 
122 Id. at 98・9.
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[W]e may properly presume that their diplomas evidence a sufficient degree of 
qualifications to entitle them to admission to the bar. That presumption arises 
企omthe fact that it is the business ofthese institutions to train candidates for the 
practice of the law and to that end they have leamed faculties and maintain the 
standards requisite to merit the approval of the council of legal education and 
admission to the bar ofthe American Bar Association.I23 
In 1971， Wisconsin reformed admissions to the bar by admitting students 
企omin-state schools upon showing completion of a s住ict1y prescribed 
curriculum.
124 
Wisconsin Supreme Court Rule 40.03 (Rule 40.03)白rther
delineated the competency requirements for the diploma privilege.
125 
Rule 
123 In re Admission ofCertain Persons to the Bar， 247 N.W. 877，878 (Wis. 1933). 
124 WIS. STAT. ~ 256.28(1)(b) (1971). 
125 Legal∞mpe回lcerequirement: 1五ploma戸vilege.An applicant who has b悶 lawar制 a加
professional degr四 inlaw from a law sch∞l白血is由 te伽 tis白ly，not provisionally， approved by 
白eAmericanbarぉsωi甜onshall副 s今世lel曙al∞m戸回cereq凶rem四 tby presentingω也ecl批
cer岨ωtionof白eboard showing: 
(1) Satisfactory∞mpletion ofle斜蜘.diesleading to the first professional degree in law.百e
law school shall c回 ityto the board銅山f釦tory∞'mpletionof not les than 84 semestぽ α吋itseam吋
by血eapplicant for purposes of the degree awarded. 
(2) Satisfacω'ry∞n刷出onof鈎Jdyin mandatory and elective倒防ぽtma悦 rar田 s.The law 
scb∞I shall certity to the加ard訓 sfactory∞mpletionof not les也血 60記 mest釘 α吋 itsin the 
man伽ω'ryand elective subjωtm成町areasaspro吋dedin(a)and(b). All関m郎防α吋itsωCぽ岨吋
shall have b悶 1eamed in regular law school courses having as their primary and direct purpose the 
はudyof rules and principles of substantive and pl'ωed四百llawas也eymay紅isein the∞urts and 
admini鋸甜veagencies of血eUniu対S句協and也JSはate.
(的 Electivesubject matter areas; 60.・creditrule. 
Not les白血 60悶 n凶町α吋itsshall have b倒 E伺rn吋 inregular law school courses in the 
subj釘 tmattぽ areasgenerally known as: Adr凶凶紺胡velaw， appell蹴 practiceand procedure， 
∞mmercla比百凶actions，∞nflictoflaws，∞田titutionallaw，∞n回cts，∞ゅorations，crediωrs'rights， 
α白血lallawand procedure，伽mages，dom岱 ticrelations， equi思e吋dence，fu旬reinter窃包，insurance， 
jurisdiction of∞ぼts，legislation， labor law， ethiωand legal re甲onsibilitiesof血eprofession， 
Pぽ飢郎副p，p釘sonalpropぽ町y，pl飽 dingand practice， public utiH臨， q'田si-con回出， realpropt均，
U却 tio民旬出，回der，噂llation，trusts，釦dwil1sand侭tates.百le6【同吋itsubject ma蜘間四ement
may be satisfied by combinations ofthe curricular ofi出ngsin切 .chapproved law sch∞lin也is由紀
(b) Mandato.ηISU俳'ctmattera問 s;30-credit rule. 
Notless白血1300f也e60田m箆町α吋itssh叫lhaveb切 n切 rnedinr司凶arlawscb∞l∞旧硝m
伺 chofthe following四 bjぽ tmatter areas:∞nstiωtionallaw，∞n回出，criminallaw and procedure， 
evidenω，jurisdiction of∞urts， ethics and 1唱alre柳田ibilitiesof批 legalpro命ssion，pleading and 
practice， real propt均，句武s，and wills and釘匂 臥
(ωcの)μwsch加oolce例げ0折qωtωiω'onofs訓'u鳥匂俳jμect~胸natt，舵'er c.ωon附t舵'entqザfcαωu昨何W刑iα叩4血la印加1沼刃1叫'
Up伊on白er芭明qu箆剖toぱf也E釦 p悶 n即e∞田℃泊血led飽 noぱf伺 c品h釦 c品hlaws鉛ιh∞Isha温lfi創lew叩i姐油世白lt也heclerka 
c伺g剖岨岨宣d剖瑚a飽m回 t箆 ttingfo地 the∞urses匂llghtin the law sch∞1 which satis今出er，叫町田entsfor
a first professional d~亨eeinlaw， ωge白釘 wl也 astaternent ofthe pt間切tageof泊四devo旬dineach
∞凶'seto the subj釘 tmat町 oftheareas oflaw specified in白isrule. 
WIS.SUP. 
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40.03 requires that any applicant that eams a law degree from an ABA-
accredited law school “in this state" shall be eligible for admission to the bar 
upon showing:白rst，satisfactory completion of at least eighty-four credits of 
study; and second， satisfactory completion of mandatory and elective courses in 
specined subject matter areas-126 
Rule 40.03(2)(a) requires students to take any combination of sixty credit 
hours of c1asses chosen企omthirty specified topiCS.127 The rule also requires 
that thirty of those sixty credit hours be spent in certain mandatory c1asses.128 
The thirty-credit and sixty-credit rule has led one author to proc1aim that 
“Wisconsin has the most res佐ictivediploma privilege statute ever written.，129 
The specified curriculum inc1udes， theoretically， the courses necessary to 
become an effective lawyer in Wisconsin. 
The mandated curriculum is only a small aspect of Wisconsin's diploma 
privilege. The diploma privilege is premised on the success ofthe law schools 
in preparing their students for a career in law. Both UWLS and MULS have 
created innovative and progressive curricula that“prepare [s加dents]for the 
modem world by forcing up-to-date concems into the c1assroom.，130 The 
University ofWisconsin's“Law in Action" program， discussed inj均， offersa 
modem interdisciplinary approach to the study of law. As proof of a s凶ct
curriculum， UWLS Professor Beverly Moran， who has graded the bar 
examination in Wisconsin， commented that“an essay that will pass for 
Wisconsin bar examination pu中oseswould fail if submitted for a University of 
Wisconsin Law School course.，13I Given the highly structured curriculum and 
a commitment to education beyond the lecture hall， it is not surprising that both 
law schools have ranked within the top tier of law schools in the nation.132 
The success of the diploma privilege in Wisconsin is also derived， as 
Professor Moran argues， from the unique characteristics and relationships ofthe 
legal educational institutions， the govemment， and the bar association within 
the state.13 Professor Moran asserts白紙thediploma privilege has worked in 
Wisconsin because of three characteristics: first， Wisconsin is a small state 
126 1d. See also Appendix B for comparative chart of courses. 
127 WIS. SUP. CT. R. 40.03 ~ (2)(a). 
128 1d. ~ (2)(b). 
129 Thomas W. Goldman， Use 01 the Diploma Privilege in the United States， 10抗JLSAL.J.
36，42 (1974). 
130 Beverly Moran， The Wisconsin Diploma Privilege: Try 1t， You 'l Like 1t， 2000 WIS. L. 
REv. 645， 655 (2000). 
131 1d. at 650. 
132 See Schools 01 Law: The Top 100 Schools， U.S. NEWS & WORLD REpORT， May 2010， at 
74 (noting that UWLS is currently ranked 28th); see also The Top Law Schools， U.S. NEWS & 
WORLD REpORT， May 2009， at75 (noting that MULS was ranked 87th in 2009). 
13 Moran， supra note 130， at 645. 
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with a small practicing bar; second， there are close relationships between the 
bar， the judiciary， the legislature， and the law schools within the state; and 
third， the public and the bar have great regard for the state's law schools.134 
Wisconsin' s diploma privilege has been successful on many企onts. The 
diploma privilege has been instrumental in addressing the issue of diversity in 
the legal profession: “Wisconsin avoids the disparate impact on minority 
applicants that bar examinations have imposed for decades.，135 The diploma 
privilege's success in tuming out qualified legal professionals is evidenced 
through the high bar passage percentage rate for Wisconsin law students when 
taking the bar examination in other jurisdictions.136 For a couple of years， 
Wisconsin graduates out-performed applicants from other states on the 
Califomia bar examination， which is considered one of the toughest in the 
coun仕y，and on the I1linois bar examination.137 
For al the good evident in the diploma privilege， however， some ar思leforits 
final demise. A recent challenge in federal court asserted that the Wisconsin 
diploma privilege is unconstitutional because it violates the dormant commerce 
clause by discriminating against out-of-state law schools.138 
C. Constitutional Challenge to the D伊lomaPrivilege 
10 2007， Wisconsin resident Christopher Wiesmueller challenged， pro se， the 
Wisconsin diploma privilege on grounds that the privilege and similar 
requirements for bar admission violated the U.S. Constitution's Commerce 
Clause.139 He sued the Wisconsin Board ofBar Examiners and the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court. Wiesmuellerωserted that he was not町ingto eliminate the 
diploma privilege in Wisconsin but that he instead hoped that the state 
“wouldn't impose a bar exam on everybody."140 He articulated: “A lot of 
people see this as an attack on the diploma privilege and that' s not the way 1 
view it. Frankly， it's an attack on the bar exam.，141 
134 Id. at 655. 
135 Id. at 653; see also Joan Howarth， Teaching in the Shadow ofthe Bar， 31U.S.F. L. REv. 
927，931・36(1997); Hunt， supra note 80， at 733・86;John Antonides， Minoriti，ωand Bar Exam: 
Color Them Angry， JURIS DR.， Aug./Sept. 1978， at 56. 
136 Moran， supra note 130， at 650. 
137 Id. 
138 See inj均 PartIV.C.
139 Trial Pleading， Wiesmuel1er v. Kosobucki， 2007 WL 6799812 (W.D. Wis. 2007)例0.07
C 0211 S). 
lωErica Perez， L仰 'suitChallenges Policy that Lets Some Grads Skip Bar Exam， JOURN此
SENTINEL， July 12， 2009， available at http://www.jsonline.∞mlnewsledu回 tion/50497957.html.
41 Jack Zem1icka， Attorney is Intent on Revisions to Bar Admission， WIS. L.J， June 30， 
2008，htφ://www.wislawjo町 na1.comlarticle.c釦ν2008/06/30/A仕omey-is-intent・on・re吋sions-to・
bar-admission. 
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Procedurally， the case was prolonged by appeals， motions to dismiss， and 
issues of mootness for class certification pu中oses.On June 28， 2007， United 
States District Judge John C. Shabaz dismissed the case for fai1ure to state a 
claim upon which relief may be granted and denied c1ass certification， finding 
that the issue had become moot because Wiesmueller had become a member of 
the Wisconsin bar.142 Wiesmueller appealed， and the Court of Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit reversed.143 On remand， United States Dis往ictJudge Barbara 
B. Crabb ruled in favor of the plainti能， granting c1ass certification because 
Corinne Wiesmueller， Christopher Wiesmueller's wife， and Heather Devan 
were now the plaintiffs， represented by Christopher Wiesmueller.l44 Judge 
Crabb certified the following c1ass for injunctive relief: 
All persons who (1) graduated or wil graduate with a professional degree in law 
企omany law school outside Wisconsin accredited by the American Bar 
Association; (2) apply to the Wisconsin Board ofBar examiners for a character 
and fitnes evaluation to practice law in Wisconsin before their law school 
graduation or within thirty days oftheir graduation; and (3) have not yet been 
admitted to the Wisconsin bar.145 
Wiesmueller again appealed Judge Shabaz's decision on new grounds， 
challenging the dismissal for fai1ure to state a c1aim.146 The Seventh Circuit 
again reversed and remanded the case to血edis釘ictcourt， holding that the 
plaintiffs had indeed stated a c1aim upon which relief may be granted and that 
the “plaintiffs were denied an opportunity to位Yto prove their case. ，147 On 
October 30， 2009， Judge Crabb denied the plaintiffs' motion for sumrnary 
judgment， holding that the c1ass plainti百scould not seek summary judgment on 
a c1aim not raised in the complaint， and that the motion for sumrnary judgment 
was premature. 148 In a scathing rebuke of Attomey Wiesmueller， Judge Crabb 
wrote that“counsel's inexperience is apparent，" and ultimately denied c1ass 
certification due to ine俄 ctivecounsel. 149 In March 2010， the case was 印 刷ed
for $7，500.150 
142 Wiesmueller v. Kosubucki [sic]， No. 07・C-211-S，2007 WL 4882649 (W.D. Wis. June 
28，207). 
143 Wiesmueller v. Kosobucki， 513 F.3d 784 (7th Cir. 208). 
l判 Wiesmuellerv.Kosobucki， 251 F.R.D. 365， 367 (W.D. Wis. 208). 
145 Id. at 368. 
146 Plaintif-Apelants' Principal Brief & Short Appendix at 6， Wiesmueller v. Kosobucki， 
571 F.3d 699 (7th Cir. 2009) (No. 08・2527)，2008WL 3977134 at句.
147 Wiesmueller v. Kosobucki， 571 F.3d 699，707 (7白 Cir.2009).
148 Wiesmueller v. Kosobucki， 667 F. Supp. 2d 1001， 1003・04(W.D. Wis. 209). 
149 Id. at 105. 
150 Bruce Vielmeti，品五日'rquette.UW Law Grad旨RetainDiploma Privilege in Wヲ'sconsin，
JOURNAL SENTlNEL (Mar. 24， 2010)， htゆ:/，加ww.jsonline.comlnews/wis∞nsinl89040482.html
(noting that under the setlement agreement， the Wiesmuellers can“never again challenge the 
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Although the court did not make a decision on the merits of the case， the 
issues raised are worth detailed discussion because they provide insight into the 
constitutional validity ofthe diploma privilege system. As previously stated， at
the heart ofthe case is a challenge to the constitutional validity ofthe diploma 
privilege under the dormant comrnerce c1ause. The first step toward 
ascertaining the constitutionality of Rule 40.03 is defining the dormant 
comrnerce clause. 
1. Dormant commerce clause 
The U.S. Consti佃tionreserves to Congress the power to“regulate 
Comrnerce . . . among the several States.，151 Courts have inte中retedthe 
Comrnerce Clause for the past century and a half to also have a negative 
implication on the power of states to regulate comrnerce.152 The negative 
implication， comrnonly referred to as the dormant comrnerce clause， is“driven 
by concem about ‘economic protectionism-that is， regulatory measures 
designed to benefit in-state economic interests by burdening out-of-state 
ー，~____ ，153 competitors. '" 
Justice Felix Frankfurter explained the dormant comrnerce c1ause:“[T]he 
doctrine [is] that the comrnerce clause， by its own force and without national 
legislation， puts it into the power of the Court to place limits on state 
authority. ，154 The dormant or negative comrnerce clause， therefore， is a judicial 
construct giving the states power to regulate comrnerce unless the state action is 
preempted by federal action. There are， however， countervailing constitutional 
rationales to consider in a traditional dormant commerce clause analysis:“The 
essence of our federal system is that within the realm of authority left open to 
them under the Constitution， the States must be equally企eeto engage in any 
activity that their citizens chose for the comrnon weal.川55
bar adrnision policies，白eyc佃 'tasist， be p釘副toぱfoぽrs印up卯po此叩y卯on悶ee¥s民e'、schaleng伊e"勺)
I旧5幻1 U.S. CONST.紅t.1， ~ 8， cl.3. 
152 Dep't of Revenue v. Davis， 553 U.S. 328， 337 (208); see also Cooley v. Bd. of 
Wardens， 53 U.S. 299， 318-19 (1852); cf Gibbons v. Ogden， 22 U.S. 1， 200-11 (1824) 
(Marshall， C.J.) (dicωm). 
153 Davis， 553 U.S. at 337・338(citing New Energy Co. v. Limbach， 486 U.S. 269，273・74
(198). 
154 FELlX FRANKFURTER， THE COMMERCE CLAUSE UNDER MARSHALL， TANEY & WHITE 18 
(Quadrang1e Paperback 1964) (1937); see also Dona1d Regan， 1方eSupreme Court and State 
Protectionism: Making Sense 01 the Dormant Commerce Clause， 84 MICH. L. REv. 1091 
(1986); Ju1ian N. Eu1e， Lのlingthe Dormant Commerce Clause to Rest， 91 YALE L.J. 425 
(1982). 
155 Davis， 553 U.S. at 338 (quoting Garcia v. S組AntonioMe位o.Transit Auth.， 469 U.S. 
528， 546 (1985). 
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It is essential to note that should Congress legislate on the issue， the question 
becomes one of preemption.156 In血issituation， however， because Congress 
has not acted， the Wisconsin diploma privilege was challenged on grounds that 
it excessively burdens commerce among the states. The Court has， however， 
carved out particular exceptions to the traditional dormant commerce clause 
analysis. 
2. Governmentルnction
One exception to the traditional dormant commerce clause analysis is the 
govemment function rationale. In the 2008 case Depar，仰 entof Revenue of 
Kansas v. Davis， the U.S. Supreme Court reiterated that“a govemment 
白nctionis not susceptible to standard dormant commerce clause scrutiny 
owing to its likely motivation by legitimate objectives distinct企omthe simple 
economic protectionism the [Commerce] Clause abhors.，157 
Admission to the legal profession is arguably a govemment function and由us
falls outside the paradigm of traditional dormant commerce clause analysis. 
Courts have often found that the regulation of attomeys is traditionally a power 
ofthe states.158 In Goldfarb v. Virginia St，αte Bar， the Court found出at“[t]he
interest ofthe States in regulating lawyers is especially great since lawyers are 
essential to the primary govemmental function of administering justice， and 
have historically been ‘officers of the court. "，159 Moreover， the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court Rules (Wis. Sup. Ct. R.) state that a lawyer “is a representative 
of clients， an 0伍cerof the legal system and a public citizen having special 
responsibility to the quality ofjustice.，160 
3. Facial neul1・'ali.ぴ
Assuming， arguendo， that the court does not accept the govemment function 
argument， Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40 would stil survive a traditional dormant 
commerce clause analysis. Under a住aditionalanalysis， the threshold question 
to ask is whether the state action-here， Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40-ーis白.cially，
156 See W. & S. Life Ins. Co. v. State Bd. ofEqualization， 451 U.S. 648， 652・53(1981) (“If 
Congress ordains白紙theStates may企eelyregulate佃 aspectof interstate cornmerce， anyaction 
taken by a State within the scope ofthe congressional authorization is rendered invulnerable to 
Cornmerce Clause challenge."); Lewis v. BT Inv. Managers， Inc.， 447 U.S. 27， 44 (υ19兜80的) 
(articulating t也ha瓜tCongress ma可yconfer “、upo佃nthe States 叩 aめbi副litytωo res住凶ictthe flow of 
interstate cornmerce t白ha鉱t由he可yw附ou耐Idnot otherwise e叫吋o句Iy"勺)
I円問5幻7Davis， 553 U.S. at 341. 
158 See， e.g.， Goldfarb v. Va. State Bar， 421 U.S. 773， 792 (1975). 
159 Id. 
160 WIS. SUP. CT. R. 20 preamble. 
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effec旬aly，or pu中osefullydiscriminatory:“The threshold inquiry we must 
make in deciding whether the [regulation] violates the Commerce Clause is 
whether it‘is basically a protectionist measure， orif it c組 fairlybe viewed as a 
law directed to legitimate local concerns with e妊ectsupon interstate commerce 
出atare only incidental. "，16 This standard amounts to a tw'O-tiered approach in 
which the rule is either facially discriminatory and thus per se ilegal， orfacially 
neu回1and thus subject to a balancing test as set out in Pi!a v. Bruce Church， 
Inc.162 Under the Pi!a balancing test， absent a discriminatory pu中'Ose，a law 
will “be upheld unless the burden imp'Osed 'On c'Ommerce is clearly excessive in 
relati'On to the putative l'Ocal benefits・，163
Wiesmueller argued白紙由edipl'Oma privilege is unc'Onstituti'Onal as applied 
against ABA-appr'Oved law sch'O'Ol graduates企om'Outside 'Of the state 'Of 
Wisc'Onsin because the words “in this state" in Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40 c'Onstitute 
facial discriminati'On.l64 The Seventh Circuit C'Ourt， h'Owever， has n'Oted that 
“‘n'O clear line' [exists] separating the categ'Ory of state regulati'On that is 
Vl出lalyper se invalid and the category subject t'O the Pi!a test.，165 
Using the Seventh Circuit's analysis in Scariano v. Justices ofthe Supreme 
Court of Indiana， 16it can be ar伊 edthat the diploma privilege is facially 
n即位aland does n'Ot discriminate against out-of-state law scho'Ol graduates. In 
Scariano， the Seventh Circuit upheld an Indiana rule that allowed residents t'O 
be admitted to the bar without examinati'On.167 The c'Ourt held that the rule， 
which pr'Ovided c'Onditi'Onal admission f'Or practicing attorneys up'On submissi'On 
'Of an affidavit 'Of intent t'O practice law in Indiana， did not discriminat怠against
'Out-'Of-state practitioners.168 Under the Indiana rule， sh'Ould the applicant 
participate in active practice for five years， he 'Or she w'Ould be admitted t'O the 
bar.10" The c'Ourt held that“[t]he mere fact that nearly everyone-particularly 
state residents with a p'Olitical voic令 ーlab'Orsunder the same yoke negates any 
claims 'Of discrimination.，170 
161 See Aliance for Clean Coal v. Ba内， 72 F.3d 556， 559 (7白 Cir.195) (quoting Or. 
Waste Sys.， Inc. v. Dep't ofEnvtl. Quality， 511 U.S. 93，9 (194). 
162 397 U.S. 137 (1970). 
163 Id. at 142. 
l臼 PrincipalBrief and Short Appendix of Plainti貸~Appellant at I 0.2， Wiesmueller v. 
Kosobucki， No. 08・2527(7th Cir. Aug. 13， 2008)， 2008 WL 3977134 at・11.
165 Nat'l Solid Wastes Mgmt. Ass'n v. Meyer， 63F.3d 652， 657 (7th Cir. 1995) (quoting 
Brown-Forman Distilers Corp. v. N.Y. State Liquor Auth.， 476 U.S. 573， 579 (1986). 
l“38 F.3d 920 (7th Cir. 194). 
167 Id. at 927. 
168 Id. 
169 Id. 
170 Id. at 928. 
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Whether the privilege passes constitutional muster depends on the balancing 
analysis of the burdens on interstate commerce and the benefits to the state.171 
The burden on commerce is minimal; the burden on out-of-state law school 
graduates is the same burden al candidates must face upon admission to the bar 
of a given jurisdiction-the bar examination.172 
The putative local benefits， however， are many. The main benefit of the 
diploma privilege is that it ensures that alllegal professionals訂 ecompetent in 
Wisconsin law. The pu中oseof state-controlled bar admission is to ensure 
competent professionals in a given jurisdiction. If state-specific content is not 
being tested on a bar examination， then states should not control the admissions 
process and should move toward a national admissions process. During oral 
arguments before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in 
Wiesmueller v. Kosobucki， Judge Richard Posner questioned the validity of血e
amount of Wisconsin law that is taught at UWLS and MULS. Professor 
Gordon Smith， a former Wisconsin professor， noted however， that “[a]s a 
former Contracts professor at Wisconsin， 1 can a悦estthat every section of 
Contracts uses so-called ‘Wisconsin Materials，' which are heavy on Wisconsin 
law.，'73 Smith further noted that“faculty at Wisconsin have an unusually 
S佐ongattachrnent to the home state's law， even if that seems foreign to two 
judges who have spent their academic careers at the University ofChicago Law 
School. ，174 Thus， the bar examination is unnecessary in Wisconsin because the 
Wisconsin law schools test heavily on Wisconsin law， which gets to the heart of 
testing in a specific jurisdiction. 
Another benefit is that local relationships can flourish with the diploma 
privilege. In an analogous case， Goetz v. Harrison， the Supreme Court of 
Montana in 1969 upheld its diploma privilege on the grounds that its law 
school is small and is the only one in the state.
175 
The Montana Supreme Court 
also stated that it is 白rtherable to maintain a close relationship with the 
faculty， students， and curriculum.176 
171 Id. 
172 See generally NAT'L CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAM'RS & AM. BARAss'N SECTION ON L回 AL
Eouc. & AoMISSIONS TO THE BAR， COMPRE班到SIVEGUIDE TO BAR AoMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
2010 22 (2010)， 
http://www .ncbex.org!fiIeadminlmediafiles/downloads/Comp _ Guide/CompGuide _201 O.pdf 
[hereinafter COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE]. 
173 Ashby Jones， Does Wisconsin 's 'D伊lomaPrivilege' Violate the Constitution， W ALL ST. 
J. L. BLOG (Apr. 14，2009， 7:17pm)， htp://blogs.w司.comllaw/2009/04/14/does-wisconsins-
diploma-privilege-violate-the-constitutionl. 
174 Id. 
175 462 P.2d 891， 895 (Mont. 1969). 
176 Id. (acknowledging that“[t]he Chief Justice is well acquain旬dwith the ins甘uctors，
familiar with the type of instruction given at the school， and able to determine accurately白紙
standards are maintained") 
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Thus， the local benefits of the diploma privilege outweigh the burden on 
commerce， and the privilege clears constitutional challenge. The state of 
Wisconsin has many interests in protecting the diploma privilege. Arguments 
that the diploma privilege will create incompetency in the profession are 
unfounded and contradicted by the fact that Wisconsin' s legal system has been 
effective even though most of its bar members have never taken the bar 
examination.177 
V. KEKλNAWAIMλMALAHOE: A PERSUASIVE SUBSTIWTE FOR THE BAR 
EXAMINATION IN HAWAI‘I 
Kamehameha's splintered paddle would come to syrnbolize the lesson 
gleaned仕omhis experience:“good leaders make laws that safeguard the right 
of the people to work and play in peace and harmony.，178 A twenty-first 
cen加ryKe Kanawai Mamalahoe， reflective of Kamehameha's vision of 
equality， isessential to address the deep-seated inequities in the legal 
profession. 
This comment has challenged the pervasiveness of exclusion in the legal 
profession and endeavored to constructively analyze one suggested altemative. 
But for al the good that it can accomplish， simply adding the diploma privilege 
is not enough. Statewide reform of the legal profession is necessary to bring 
the profession into the twenty-first cen制ry.Reform of admissions to the legal 
profession， however， cannot be a plight fought just by a new contingent oflaw 
students and budding attomeys. All stakeholders， including the state judiciary， 
the bar association， and WSRSL， must engage in this reform. 
Some may perceive this comment as a law student' s selfish cal for the 
elimination of the bar examination. That is far仕omthis author' s intent. 
Simply put， reform is necessary to diversi命thebar and increase access to the 
courtS.179 An increase in the number of minorities in出elegal profession would 
177 REpORTOFTIlECOMMISSIONONLEGALEOUCATIONOFTIlESTATEBAROFWISCONS別(June
1996)， available at http://www.wisbar.orglAMffemplate.cfin?Section=Research_and_ 
Reports&Template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfin&ContentID=32065 (notingぬat‘'[a]l白ough白e
membership ofthe State Bar ofWisconsin includes graduates of many law schools， a m司jority
graduate企omeither Marquette University Law School or the University of Wisconsin Law 
School， the only law schools in the state"). 
178 CHANG， supra note 5， at 16. 
179 Ronald T.Y. Moon， Speech at the Hawaii State Bar Association's Young Lawyer's 
Division annual meeting， Hilton Hawaiian Vil1age (Oct. 24， 2008) [hereina食erMoon Speech] 
(“[T]he value and commitment we pla田 ondiversity can and wil afect也.epublic's住ust祖 d
confidence in our profesion and in.our justice system as a whole . . . 1 encourage each ofyou to 
take stock ofthe racial and ethnic-as wel1 as gender-ー~iversitywithin yo町 ownfirms， explore 
cultural sensitivity training sernInars and programs， and establish a diversity criteria for 
recruitment that wil1 promote al1 of the benefits that come with diversity and cultural 
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lead to an “improvement in public perception of the bar and the judicial system， 
legal services for underrepresented groups would increase， and the bar in 
general would become a more public-minded body."180 Retired Chief Justice 
Ronald Moon of the Supreme Court of Hawai‘i also addressed the pressing 
need for a more diverse bar that is representative of al of the citizens of 
Hawai‘i.181 The suggested reform must， therefore， answer key questions: How 
do we diversi骨thebar， and how do we increase access to justice in Hawai‘i? 
Using Hawai‘i as a model， the necess訂yreform begins with replacing the 
main impediment to a diverse bar association-the bar examination-with an 
inclusive system in which graduates of WSRSL， upon implementation of a 
prescribed curriculum， will be automatically admitted to the bar， with the 
caveat that graduates perform at least twenty hours of pro bono work per year to 
retain membership. 
Professor Lorenzo A. Trujillo， like Professor Moran， points to three factors to 
determine the suitability of the diploma privilege for bar admission in a 
particular state:“[t]irst， the state should be small with a correspondingly small 
practicing bar; second， there should be a close relationship among the state's 
bar judiciary， legislature， and law school; and third， both the public and the bar 
should hold the state's law schools in high esteem.，182 Thus， integral to the 
success of a new system are the relationships that are constructed and cemented 
between the law school， the bar association， and the state supreme court. Each 
institution will have to amend policies or rules to effectuate the necessary 
changes. Hawai‘i-as a small state with a small bar， close relationships among 
the judiciary， legislature and law school， and a law school that has a high 
reputation within the legal and public communities-provides a suitable 
environment for the diploma privilege. The following portion of this article 
describes the steps that each institution must take. 
sensitivity."). 
180 Lorenzo A. Trujilo， The Relationship Between Law School and the Bar Exam: A Look 
at Assessmenl and Studenl Success， 78 U. COLO. L. REv. 69， 83(2007). 
18 See Moon Speech， supra note 179; see also Press Release， Supreme Court of Hawai‘i， 
Supreme Courl Establishes Commission 10 Increase Access 10 Justice (May 1，2008)， available 
at http://www.courts.state.hi.us/news _ and Jeports/press Jeleases/2008/05/supreme _ court _ 
establishes _ commission _to jncrease _access _to justice.html (quoting Justice Simeon R. Ac∞oba丸
' Jおf.'、scomment t白ha剖t
af宜for，吋dequal access to the courts to those who， up until now， have faced bariers that have b伐 n
insurmountable") (intemal quotation marks ornited). 
82 Trujilo， supra note 180， at 96・97.
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A. Legal Education Rそform:Restructuring Curriculum 
Chief Justice William S. Richardson envisioned the expansion of educational 
and professional opportunitiesl83 for Hawai'i students and advocated for the 
creation of a state law school.
l84 
His dream would be realized with the 
founding ofthe University ofHawai'i at Manoa Law Schoolー laternamed after 
him-the premiere legal educational institution in the fi食iethstate. The 
pu中oseof the school was to provide a quality legal education for the citizens of 
Hawai‘i. As one legislator aptly noted，“Hawaii' s reservoir of talent will 
therefore be employed to the pressing problems of our changing technological 
society by the establishment of a law school.，185 A legislative committee 
concurred that“the establishment of a ful three-year law school will fil a 
pressing need to provide expanded opportunities for Hawaii's students to 
acquire education and training in law.，186 
lnherent in its inception was the notion that Hawai‘i needed a law school to 
serve the needs of its unique and diverse community. The legislature sought 
“the development of a law program curriculum that takes into account the 
University' s existing academic strengths and the special needs 01 Hawaii.，187 
Given the truly unique and special qualities inherent to the only law school in 
the state， WSRSL could benefit from a structured reforrn of legal pedagogy. 
1. Law in action 
Students must leam to read carefuly. They must distinguish cases and construe 
statutes. They must fashion a legal argument and respond to one. They must 
183 DODD， supra n'Ote 7， at 97 (n'Oting伽 tChief Justice Richards'On' s児島nati'On'Ofthe bar 
admissi'Ons process led t'O an increase in the bar passage rate企om佃 average'Of 51% bef'Ore his 
tenure t'O 91 % by 1978). 
l例 Id.(qu'Oting Richards'On:“We watched in企ustrati'Onas our lands were l'Ost t'O us under 
laws which were c'Ompletely f'Oreign t'O the ancient Hawaiian c'Oncepts 'Ofland 'Ownership， and 
we saw 'Our pe'Ople made liable for‘crimes' that did n'Ot exist under the 'Old Hawaiian system. 1 
kn'Ow that s'Ome 'Ofy'Ou may disagre with me， but 1 believe we must acept the fact that we live 
under a system 'Of laws and c'Ourts， which have replaced the traditi'Onal ways 'Of 'Our組問st'Ors，
and， in'Order t'O preserve 'Our pe'Ople， culture， and land， we must take an active role in the system. 
百lelaw can be used by creative at'Omeys as a sw'Ord f'Or advancing the rights 'Of our Hawaiian 
pe'Ople."). 
185 Haw. Stand. C'Omm. Rep. N'O. 694， 6th Leg.， Reg. Ses.， in1971 H'Ouse J'Ournal， at 524 
(1971) (Statement 'OfRep. Robert Kimura). 
186 Haw. Stand. C'Omm. Rep. N'O. 797， 6th Leg.， Reg. Ses.， in1971 Senate J'Ournal， at 1145 
(report 'Ofthe Senate Ways and Means C'Omm.). 
187 Id. (emphasis aded). 
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draft a complaint. But this is not enough. The challeng~ is to prepare students to 
deal with the law in action during their legal carers. .00 
Wisconsin's signa旬reLaw in Action approach to legal education provides 
that“in order to truly understand the law， you need not only to know the ‘law 
On the books，' but also to look beyond the statutes and cases and study how the 
law plays out in practice."189 Thus， the core ofthe program answers the larger 
question: “Why should this matter to people in the real world?，190 A 
Wisconsin professor notes that the legal curriculum should “represent[] the 
dominant ideas of law as process (providing legitimated meanS for the 
emergence of public policy decisions and their adaptation to experience) and as 
白nction(providing， orlegitimating other provision， for the operational needs 
of society and of individual life).川 91 Reforming legal pedagogy requires 
shifting the notion of law as static to one in which law becomes “processes of 
shaping social order-by defining and measuring law' s roles in society by the 
social functions to which it COn住ibutesand in which it participates."192 
The Law in Action program necessitates a faculty devoted to service to the 
state and the nation. The law professor“can better keep in touch， and at the 
same time be of the most help to society， through activity in the fields of 
research or service.，193 Engaging a faculty dedicated to the betterment of 
society， asopposed to mere regurgitation of appellate decisions， provides one 
critical step to reforming the law school. With national and intemational 
scholars and advocates ushering law students through their education， WSRSL 
has the foundation to set this program in motion.194 WSRSL students are 
engaged and encouraged ωanSwer the questions: What is really going on? 
What are the social， political， and economic implications oflaws and policies? 
Modeled after Wisconsin Law School， the Law in Action program would 
best serve the needs of Hawai‘i' s community. 
18 Stewart Macaulay，附sconsin's Legal Tradition， 24 GARGOYLE 6， 9 (1994)， available at 
htp:/law.wisc.edu!facsta釘7macaulay/papers/wisconsin_legal_tradition. pd王
189 Kenneth B. Davis， Jr.， Law in Action: The Dean旨 Y抑， 30 GARGOYLE 2，2 (2004)， 
available at htp:/law.wisc.edu!alumnilgargoyle/archive/30_lIgargoyle_ 30 _1_I.pdf. 
190 Id. at 4. 
19 Willard Hurst， Changing Responsibilities ofthe Law School: 1868・1968，1968WIS. L. 
REv. 336， 337 (1968). 
192 Id. at 34. 
193 John E. Conway， The Law School: Service to the State and Nation， 1968 WIS. L. REv. 
345，345 (1968). 
194 See UNIV. OF HAw. AT MANOA WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON SCH. OF LAW， CATALOG 13・15
(2010)， http://www.law.hawaii.edu!sites/www .law.hawaii.edu!files/webFM/ 
2010Catalogwithlnserts.pdf (noting the many accomplishments of the WSRSL deans and 
faculty). 
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2. Changes to the WSRSL curricu/um 
The thirty-and sixty-credit rule in Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40.03 mandates speci白c
core and elective courses， respectively， that must be taken to 白lfilthe credit 
requirement. The present WSRSL curriculum almost mirrors the thirty-credit 
curriculum mandated under Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40.03.195 (See Appendix B for a 
comparison chart of the required courses in each of the legal educational 
institutions.) It should be further noted that according to a 2010 self-study， 
many WSRSL students chose to e町 01in the upper division courses that are 
tested on the bar examination.196 Law school， for most students at WSRSL， 
becomes a large bar preparation course， thus bolstering the argument for a 
curriculum that ref1ects what is tested on the bar examination. 
Courses that WSRSL should require upon implementation of a diploma 
privilege include: Civil Procedure， Constitutional Law， Con仕acts，Criminal 
Law and Procedure， Legal Writing and Research， Real Property， Torts， 
Evidence， Professional Responsibility， Trusts and Estates， an Advanced Legal 
Research course， and a clinical course. Aside企omthese required courses， 
students would select electives from the list as specified in Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 
40.03， leaving the current courses taught at WSRSL intact. 
Some ofthe policies instituted at WSRSL would remain. For example， the 
mandated sixty hours ofpro bono service during a student's education and the 
clinical requirement provide students opportunities to gain real world 
experience.197 The use of interdisciplinary coursework， practicum， and pro 
bono service provides benefits to a11-professors can expand their sy11abi， 
students can have structured and thought-provoking dialogue， and the 
community benefits企omhaving we11-rounded scholar advocates. Should 
WSRSL incorporate this reform， there would be an easier road to amending 
Hawai‘i Supreme Court rules and enlisting the support of the bar association. 
195 Compare UNN. OF HAw. AT MANOA WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON SCH. OF LAW， STUOENT 
HANOBOOK 6 (2010・1)， http://www.law.hawaii.eduJsites/www.law.hawaii.eduJfiles/ 
StudentHandbookJulyI82008.pdf(noting that the curent curriculum ofthe WSRSL requires 
Civi¥ Procedure (6 credits)， Con位acts(6 credi臼)，Criminal Justice (4 credits)， Legal Practice (6 
credits)， Real Property (4 credits)， Torts (4 credits)， Constitutional Law 1 (3credits)， 
Profesional Responsibility (3 credits)， Second Year Seminar (4 credits)， and a Clinical 
Experience (at least 2 credits) with Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40.03 (2010). 
196 UNN.OFHAW.ATMANOA WILLIAMS.RICHARDSONScH.oFLAw，2010SELF-STUDY 31-
34 (2010) (on file with author). 
197 UNN.OFHAW.ATMλNOA WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON SCH. OF LAW， STUDENT HANOBOOK 
80 (2010・11)，available at http://www.law.hawaii.eduJStudentHandbook. 
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B. CourtR々form:Amending Supreme Court Ru/es and Providing 
Accountability 
279 
The next and ultimately most important steps toward reformation lie under 
the sole purview ofthe Supreme Court ofHawai‘i. TheHawai‘i Constitution 
mandates that“the [s ]upreme [c ]ourt shall have power to promulgate rules and 
regulations in al civil and criminal cases for al courts related to process， 
practice， procedure， and appeals， which shall have the白rceand effect of 
law.，198 Furthermore， the Supreme Court ofHawai‘i has held that“thepower 
to regulate the admission . . . of attomeys is judicial in nature and is inherent in 
the courtS.，199 
As the sole regulator ofbar admissions， the Hawai‘i Supreme Court has the 
discretion to implement new rules and procedures for admittance. The court 
should supplement Hawai‘i Supreme Court Rule 1 (Haw. Sup. Ct. R. 1) (Bar 
Admissions) language with language identical to Wis. Sup. Ct. R. 40 to allow 
graduates oflaw schools within the state to be adrnitted to由eHawai‘ibarupon
showing completion of the prescribed curriculum and satisfactory completion 
ofpro bono service. To effectuate this recommendation， ajudicial commission 
should be established to evaluate the use of a diploma privilege in Hawai‘iand 
to begin a discussion of a uniquely Hawaiian curriculum戸。
The notion of treating a group of individuals with certain privileges to 
practice in the bar is not uncommon in Hawai'i. The court has granted and 
continues to grant certain privileges to di百erentgroups of individuals. Haw. 
Sup. Ct. R. 1.8， for example， allows faculty members ofWSRSL to be admitted 
to practice in Hawai‘ upon proof that they are admitted in another 
jurisdiction?OI Theoretically， a UWLS graduate (with a diploma privilege) 
could move to Hawai‘i and become a Professor of Law at WSRSL， thus 
198 HAw. CONST.制 .VI，p.
199 In re W.D.P.， 104 Haw. 435， 438， 91P.3d 1078， 1081 (2004) (citing In re Trask， 46 
Haw. 404， 415，380 P.2d 751， 758 (1963); see also Ginger v. Circuit Court for County of 
Wayne， 372 F.2d 621，625 (6th Cir. 1967) (noting that state supreme courts “have exclusive 
jurisdiction over the admission ofattomeys"); In re Vanderperren， 661 N.W.2d 27， 29 (Wis. 
2003) (holding that“[t]he duty to examine aplicants' qualifications for bar admission rests 
initialy on the Board， and this court relies heavily on the Board's investigation and evaluation; 
however， this court retains supervisory authority and has the ultimate responsibility for 
regulating admission to the. . . bar.") (citation omited); In re Krule， 741 N.E. 2d 259， 260 (Il. 
2000) (articulating that‘'the final judgrnent regarding admission of an aplicant to the practice 
of law rests with血iscourt"). 
2∞Wisconsin implemented its diploma privilege through legislative action. Given the 
particularly special relationships that need to be fosteted， it would be esential for the State 
Judiciary to take it upon itself to promulgate a rule to efectuate this reforn. 
201 HAw. SUP. CT. R. 1.8. 
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gamering admission to practice in Hawai‘i， having never taken a bar exam.202 
This exception to the general rule that al applicants must take a bar 
examination further justifies the use of a diploma privilege in the State. 
The Hawai‘i Supreme Court Rules should also be amended to mandate 
twenty hours of pro bono service per year for al WSRSL graduates to maintain 
bar membership. This offers several advantages: first， the bar association and 
the judiciary would have an incentive to provide for the diploma privilege; 
second， this rule would consequently increase access to justice， considering the 
large cohort of lawyers entering the profession; and third， lawyers in Hawai‘i 
will have a direct connection with the community and those individuals who 
are in dire need of legal support. Some who may question the validity of such a 
policy need look only to the Supreme Court's determination on such issues. 
For example， inSchware v. Board ofBar Examiners， the U.S. Supreme Court 
held that while “[a] State can require high standards of qualification， such as 
good moral character or proficiency in its law . . . any qualification must have a 
rational connection with the applicant's伽 lessor capacity to practice law.，203 
The Supreme Court of Hawai‘i has taken ardent strides to implement 
programs and reforms to increase access to justice.加 Throughthe 
implementation ofbar admission reform， the Supreme Court can make good on 
its commitment to increase diversity within the bar and expand access to 
205 
Justice. 
C. Bar Rφrm: Mandating Continuing Legal Education 
A goal of the Hawai‘i State Bar Association (HSBA) is to“eliminate unfair 
bias， prl司udiceand discrimination and to create meaningful opportunities for 
underrepresented groups in the legal system.，206 The educational attainment 
gap for minority students has been duly noted; therefore， bar admission reform 
would be one meaningful way to a首ordthese underrepresented groups a voice 
in the system戸7
Implementing a diploma privilege necessitates cooperation and interaction 
between al a白 ctedinstitutions. The HSBA will become more visible during 
the process of setting a curriculum for students in collaboration with the 
Hawai‘i Supreme Court and WSRSL. Members ofthe HSBA will also have a 
shared commi加lentand connection to service within the island community. In 
202 See id. 
203 353 U.S. 233， 239 (1957). 
204 See ANNuAL REpORT， supra note 28. 
205 Id. 
206 Haw. State Bar Ass'n， Hawai‘ State Bar Association， http://www.hsba.orgl 
HSBA_Mission.aspx (last visited Apr. 25， 2010) (emphasis added). 
207 STEVENS， supra note 63， at 25. 
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establishing committees and task forces， and advocating for this diploma 
privilege reform， the bar association can take the lead to ensure the best 
lawyers. 
The proposed reform involves not just ensuring an initially qualified bar， but 
also demanding the highest professional competency and performance. One of 
the steps that the bar can take to raise the caliber of al practicing attomeys after 
admission is to require more credit hours of continuing legal education. The 
current abysmal three-credit hour requirement is one of the lowest in the 
nation.
208 
Requiring more CLE courses will update attomeys on changes in the 
law and will raise the quality of the bar， theoretically ensuring competent 
lawyers. 
The HSBA can further help in reforms by encouraging members and 
member firms to assess， critique， and reform their hiring and promotion 
practices. As retired Chief Justice Moon asserted， the bar must take steps to 
diversiかitshallways by setting hiring criteria that increases racial and socio-
economic diversity within the profession.209 
D. Practical Concerns 
As with any movement for reform， practical concems must be taken into 
consideration. This section discusses the probable concems of such 児島rmas
well as proposed responses. 
Who determines admissions? The major concem with this reform is 
determining who will be the arbiter ofbar admissions. Under this reform， the 
law school would be the institutional gatekeeper to determine competence， and 
the Supreme Court would stil have the function of determining character and 
fitness. 
Will Hawai‘ law school graduates have the option to take the bar 
examination instead of participating in the new curriculum? No. Under this 
reform，allHawai‘i law school graduates need to participate and bear the same 
burden to ensure their commitment to the bar and the judiciary. In exchange 
for the elimination of the bar examination， law students would be required to 
take the prescribed curriculum and perform twenty hours of pro bono service 
per year (which WSRSL already mandates for students). Thus， the co町 tsand
the bar association would have to work more closely with the law school to set 
a curriculum and ensure that everyone follows through on their commi伽lents.
What will happen to由especialized fields that make WSRSL unique， such回
the Environmental Law and Native Hawaiian Law Programs? The specialized 
208 See COMPREH凹 SNEGUIDE， supra note 172， at 39-40 (noting that most other states 
require more than ten hours of continuing legal education courses). 
209 See Moon Speech， supra note 179. 
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programs at WSRSL would be kept intact. Individuals would have numerous 
electives to choose from， some ofwhich could be credited toward a certificate 
in a specialized field. 
Who benefits企omthe bar examination? Bar preparation businesses benefit 
企omthe money that bar applicants pay for prep courses. Many suits have 
alleged that these bar courses have created a monopoly in violation of the 
Sherman Antitrust Law.2IO For example， in Rodriguez v. West Publishing 
Corp.， the disputing parties reached a settlement， with $49 million dollars 
placed in a fund for the class action plaintiffs.211 
What are the benefits of reform? The judiciary would save money by not 
having to administer the bar examination for a large number of students. The 
reform would raise the standards and quality of the HSBA， raise the quality of 
legal education in Hawai‘i， and create closer relationships among other legal 
institutions in the state. The reform would allow law students to practice upon 
graduation and save graduates stress and money. The reform， more 
importantly， would eliminate the bar examination and the barrier that it has 
become for many minority students， thus effectively opening the profession to 
more underrepresented communities and groups. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The time is ripe to mend the splintered pieces of the legal profession and 
paddle forward as a unified community in Hawai'i. The antiquated use ofthe 
bar examination has been an unnecessary regulatory roadblock for many 
qualified individuals. The use of the diploma privilege， combined with 
mandatory continuing legal education courses and pro bono services provide， a 
persuasive substitute to the monotony that is the bar examination. 
Mending these pieces of the profession will not， inand of itself， eliminate 
exclusion from the profession， but it wil1 be a large step toward a new 
beginning. Of al professions， the legal profession should not be one of 
exclusion. Only with vigilant adhesion to sincere principles of equality and 
acceptance， and continued collaboration between the bar， the courts， and the 
community at large， will the legal profession flourish as a bastion ofliberty and 
justice for al. 
E lauhoe mai na wa‘a; i ke ka， i ka hoe; i ka hoe， i ke ka; pae aku i ka 
aina212 
210 Se， e.g.， Rodriguez v. West Publ'g Corp.， 563 F.3d 948 (9th Cir. 2009). 
211 Id. at 957. 
212 MARYKAWENAPuKU'I，匂日凶No‘臥U:HAw組 ANPROVERBSANDPOETIC札 SAY町 Gs40
(1993). 
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Everyone paddle the canoes together， bail and paddle; paddle and bail; and 
the shore is reached.213 
213 Id. 
Appendix A: HSBA Members' Ethnicities 
The following worksheet synthesizes the HSBA statistics of ethnicities among bar members in 2010. The worksheet 
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The白llowinggraph is a visual representation ofthe self-reported ethnicities 
ofHSBA members in 2008. The graph shows the ethnicities of members along 
the horizontal axis and the percentage of those specific ethnic groups in the 

















HAw. STATE BAR Ass川 2008HSBA MEMBER SURVEY 24 (2008)， available at 
http://www.hsba.org/resources/l/Sぽvey<}も20
Results/2008%20HSBA%20Membe的も20Survey<'1020・%20Report%20NO%20
COMMENTS.pdf. This graph is reproduced with permission企omL戸 Fl血 igan，Executive 
Director of the HSBA. 
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Appendix B: Course Requirements 
The following chart is a comparison of the required courses at the William S. 
Richardson School ofLaw (WSRSL)， the UniversityofWisconsin Law School 
(UWLS) ， and Marquette University Law School (MULS). The strict 
curriculum of UWLS and MULS is regulated by the state judiciary， the state 
bar association， and the state legal institutions to ensure that Wisconsin law is 
being taught. 
WSRSL Required UWLS Required MULS Required (2010) 
、(201()) 。三五 ιf (2012) 中 小山 むw も? ヴい 品 川
Civil Procedure Civil Procedure 1 Civil Procedure 
Constitutional Law Constitutional Law 
Con位acts Contracts 1 Contracts 
Criminal Law Criminal Law Criminal Law 
Legal Practice Legal Research & Legal Writing & Research 
Writin皇
pro]>里rty Prope型 Property 
Torts Torts Torts 
Evidence 
Professional Law and Ethics of Lawyering 
Responsibility 




Second Year Advanced Legal Research 
Seminar 
Clinical Experience Workshop 
Seminar 
Criminal Procedure 
60 PrO Bono Hours 
One elective chosen * Perspectives courses include American 
合om:Civil Constitutional History， American Legal 
Procedure I， History， Comparative Law， Comparative 
Constitutional Law Transitional Justice， Federal Indian Law， 
I，Con位actsU， or The Global Workplace， Law and Popular 
Legal Process Culture， Jurisprudence， Law & 
Economics， Law & Religion， Law & the 
Social Sciences: Parent， Child & State， 
Military Law， and Quantitative Methods. 
Not al courses are 0能 Tedevery year. 
60 more credit 材 Processelective courses include 
hours chosen企om Administrative Law， Advanced Civil 
courses specified by Procedure， Altemative Dispute 
the Registrar in a Resolution， Criminal Process， Family 
particular ye低 Law and ADR， and Legislation. Not al 
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courses are offered every year. 
判事 PublicLaw electives include The 
Constitution & Criminal Investigations， 
Constitutional Law 2: Speech & 
Equality， Education Law， Federal Courts， 
Law of Privacy and Local Government 
Law. Not a1 courses are offered every 
year. 
